The innovation DNA of AB and Phonak have merged together to deliver combined performance technologies that will change the way you hear.

To learn more about the unique advantages of hearing with Advanced Bionics, please contact an AB representative, or visit AdvancedBionics.com.
The cochlear implant system you choose is the most important decision you can make on your journey to hearing.

Wherever you go, whatever you do, you expect to be able to hear and understand with confidence. We do everything to fulfill your expectations to not only hear but also understand better in practically every situation, no matter how challenging.

The superior technology in Naída CI, AB’s latest sound processor, offers a host of unique features designed to enrich the listening experience in your day-to-day life.

Our leading wireless accessories portfolio complements these features by addressing specific challenging listening situations when distance and loud noise come into play. It also gives you unparalleled access to today’s popular media.
understanding speech well in every situation

Our latest sound processor, the Naída CI, features the most advanced technology for superior hearing performance and is ideal for the majority of your face-to-face communications. However, when the noise or the distance between you and the speaker increases, following conversations with one or more people can become difficult. In these challenging listening situations, our wide selection of AB & Phonak wireless accessories can help you hear better and more effortlessly, as shown in the graph below.

Hear your best everywhere
Leading **wireless technology**

**Multipurpose Solutions**
- ROGER System
- ComPilot Accessories

**Dedicated Phone Solutions**
- EasyCall Accessory
- DECT Phone Accessory

**why choose Advanced Bionics?**

1. **High quality sound, even in stereo**
   AB & Phonak technologies combined are designed to deliver the best sound quality possible in every situation.

2. **Broadest connectivity solutions portfolio**
   AB offers the broadest product and feature portfolio to help you connect to the world around you, with solutions customised to your individual needs.

3. **The most proven wireless technology**
   Phonak is the world leader in hearing instrument technology. Their accessories are relied upon by hundreds of thousands of users worldwide.

4. **Bimodal & bilateral capabilities**
   Improves speech intelligibility in complex listening situations.

5. **Unique phone solutions**
   The only phone solutions available for CI users that stream directly with no intermediary device required for better hearing on the phone at home, at work, and on the go.

*We offer both multipurpose and specialised solutions to connect you to your world in the way that suits your lifestyle.*
Introducing ROGER for Naida CI

the integrated solution for superior performance

Elegant design-integrated receiver only for Naida CI

The Roger system features the most advanced wireless transmitter and a tiny discreet receiver that slides directly onto your Naida CI PowerCel™ 170 battery. Roger is designed to help you:

• Hear your best over distance & in loud noise
• Maximise your understanding in noise – proven significant improvements in speech recognition for CI users at high noise levels
• Connect to TV & stereo sound system
• Receive Bluetooth® cell phone calls

ROGER 17 receiver

ROGER Receiver

ROGER 17 for Naida CI

ROGER Pen

ROGER Clip-On Mic

teenagers and adults

teenagers, adults, and parents of toddlers

ROGER 17

receiver

discreet, design-integrated receiver
The Roger Pen accessory is an intelligent and versatile wireless microphone, designed to help you:

- Understand speech in noise and over distance: ideal for both group and one-on-one conversations
- Excel at work in every meeting
- Celebrate the occasion with friends, family, and coworkers
- Stay in touch with hands-free phone conversations, Skype, or FaceTime online calls
- Watch TV at a level comfortable for everyone at home
- Enjoy your favourite tunes with music streaming

Stylish multipurpose solution for any situation
The Roger Clip-On Mic accessory is a lightweight mini microphone for one-on-one conversations that clips easily onto the clothing of your speaking partner. It’s designed to help you:

- Understand speech in noise and over distance: ideal for one-on-one conversations
- Ensure your child won’t miss a word even when playing around
- Keep the conversation with your partner going even in the most challenging listening situations
- Watch TV at a level comfortable for everyone at home
- Enjoy your favourite tunes with music streaming
- Get to the destination following GPS navigation commands
The wireless portfolio for Naída CI features the ComPilot, the only all-in-one remote control and hands-free streaming device, with voice alerts and the option of additional accessories: the TVLink II and RemoteMic from Phonak.

These streaming accessories are designed to help you:
- Connect to any Bluetooth®-enabled device
- Enjoy hands-free phone calls
- Enjoy high-quality stereo audio from your TV
- Listen and understand even when the speaker is away from you
CONNECT AND TAKE CONTROL

Introducing the only all-in-one hands-free streaming device and remote control with voice alerts. With one touch of a button, the Phonak ComPilot accessory streams calls and media from any Bluetooth-enabled device. Whether you hear with one or two sound processors, or a sound processor and compatible Phonak hearing aid, the Phonak ComPilot allows you to enjoy every sound.

- Stay in touch by phone or online with confidence
- Enjoy your favourite music, games, or shows streamed straight to your ears
- Change your processor volume and program settings with the simple touch of a button

COMPILOT

the all-in-one streaming solution
TUNE IN TO WHAT’S ON

The Phonak TVLink II accessory connects to any television and streams high-quality audio via the Phonak ComPilot to your processor(s) or a processor and compatible Phonak hearing aid for hearing in surround sound.

• Listen at a volume level that is comfortable for you and those around you
• Keep listening as you move around the room or the house

TVLINK II

The ideal TV experience in stereo
The discreet, lightweight Phonak RemoteMic accessory is a wireless microphone that works with the Phonak ComPilot to make conversations over distance easier.

- Follow lectures and presentations with less effort
- Ideal for one-on-one chats over distance and in moderate noise
- Interact with your child at parks and playgrounds
Introducing the unique phone solutions for Naída CI

direct streaming,
no matter where you are

Phonak EasyCall Accessory

DECT Phone Accessory

Dedicated Phone Solutions
The EasyCall* accessory enables universal, discreet, and hassle-free communication with any Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, without any intermediary device, providing great sound and maximum speech understanding.

- Always with you — attaches directly to your phone
- Streams directly to both ears for best sound quality and maximum understanding
- Supports all brands of cell phones

*Existing Naída CI users require a software upgrade to use this accessory
The DECT Phone is a cordless phone for everyone that provides you with an easy-to-use phone option at home or at work to improve speech understanding, without any intermediary device required.

- Enjoy calls on your landline phone
- Transmit sound directly to one or both ears to reduce noise and maximise understanding — hearing aid users experience 40% better speech understanding
- One solution for you and your family — family members without a hearing loss can use the DECT Phone just like a regular phone

**Existing Naída CI users require a software upgrade to use this accessory. The only compatible model with Naída CI is DECT CP1 V2.**